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street is popular in the mainland China germination can be said that in recent years the trend of the benchmark, and the new world of
Shanghai Bape Store announced earlier that August will be a grand opening, although there is no Expo blessing, but the capital has
a long history of Beijing also flying from Japan's flag, and the flag is truly magnificent. Is expected in August officially opened the Bape
Store Beijing store is like a raging fire rush, located in the Northern District of Sanlitun and in the Comme des Garcons near the
station is not coming in to high-profile, located on the ground floor of the store and to the many huge ape meet Huan, please continue
to pay attention to the following us reports
To celebrate this year's double ten hundred years national day, as even a fake to let more people really celebrate this day. The
combination of Converse and light in a hundred years, not the fine day red ground goods! The national emblem elements, and the
use of blue and white red intertwined with woven enthusiasm, to celebrate the festive atmosphere, Taiwan limited exclusive launch of
3 in Centennial, let us celebrate the occasion of the 100th birthday. Two pairs of shoes to All Star based design of the centennial,
especially in the rear of the shoe placing "12 light" and more specifically the national emblem, collocation of blue and white red rear
edge, extending into the hook ring, majestic-looking! Converse logo mark chapter mining embroidery design, enhance the texture, a
hundred years of Converse and the centennial of the Republic of China reflect each other. At the same time, a retro basketball shoes
Converse, also launched a strong passion style, collocation sun emblem, on a white background with red and blue with a vibrant full
color, this is the most suitable form even fake shoes!
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